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Practice With Us!

S & Z

Stories/rhymes to improve speech after surgery to repair a cleft palate

Catherine Crowley, Director
Teachers College, Columbia University
Sara and Zane sing
Zoom - zoom - zoom
In sunrise!
Sara sees celery!
Sara’s scissors say
Slice – slice – slice!
Zane sees salami!
Zane’s scissors say
Slice – slice – slice!
Sara sees salmon!
Sara’s scissors say
Slice - slice - slice!
Zane sees raisins!
Zane’s scissors say
Slice – slice – slice!
Sara sees salsa!
Sara’s scissors say
Slice - slice - slice!
Zane sees sole!
Zane's scissors say
Slice - slice - slice!
Sara sees roses!
Sara’s senses say
Smell – smell – smell!
Zane sees zinnias!
Zane’s senses say
Smell - smell - smell!
Sara sees irises!
Sara’s senses say
Smell – smell – smell!
Sara and Zane sing
Zoom - zoom - zoom
In sunrise!
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